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 Glen Waverley Primary School 

774 High Street Road Glen Waverley 3150 

Ph: 9802 9938 Fax: 9886 159 

www.glenps.vic.gov.au 
 

LEVEL TWO 

2018 Term 4 Newsletter 

 
 
Dear Parents / Guardians, 
Welcome back to Term 4, another exciting term that will be filled with lots of learning experiences 

for the children, parents and teachers. This term in Level Two children will experience a range of 

learning including an excursion to the ScienceWorks to explore Forces. They will revise and 

consolidate different genres such as Narrative, Persuasive, Informative and Procedural texts in 

Literacy; Fractions, Money, Shapes and Measurement in Mathematics and Push and Pull in the 

Inquiry unit. Be sure to check out our Curriculum Updates below. 

 
A few reminders for the start of this term, some have already been mentioned in the school 
newsletter by Mr. Catalano. 

 
School Hat, Sunscreen & Water Bottle 
As the weather starts to warm up in Term Four, it is essential that your child wears 
a sun smart school hat each day. GWPS is a Sun-Smart school and sells a range of sun 
smart hats in our uniform shop. If your child does not bring a hat, he/she will need 
to sit in the shade on the stage during playtime. Please also organise a water 
bottle for your child to bring to school every day to assist him/her to stay 
hydrated during hot weather 
 

 

 
 
Readers and Diary 
During Term 4, every child should read every night to continually strengthen their literacy skills. 
Parents are encouraged to listen to their child read and have conversations about the text. These 
questions will encourage deeper thinking which lead to more thorough comprehension. 

http://www.glenps.vic.gov.au/
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• What is the main message of this book/chapter? What makes you think that? 
• What cause this to happen? How do you know that? 
• If you could change one part of the story, what would it be? Why? 
• What is the character like (his/her characteristic)? What makes you say that? 

 
At the end of each reading session, please record the title or pages read in the school diary and 
sign it. This diary is also an excellent means to communicate between teachers and parents. 
Therefore, it is essential that it comes to school in the morning and goes home at the end of the 
day. Classroom teachers check diaries regularly. 

 

 
Important Dates for Term 4: 

 
6th November (Tuesday) - Melbourne Cup Public Holiday 
9th November (Friday) – School Disco 5:30 to 7pm 
19th December (Wednesday) - 2019 Day 
20th December (Thursday) - Class Parties 
21st December (Friday) – Last Day of Term 4, 1:30pm dismissal 
 
For other whole school events, please check our fortnightly newsletter or keep an eye out for the 
Compass posts. 
  

 

 
 

CURRICULUM UPDATE 
 

English 
Throughout Term 4 in Reading, we will continue implementing the whole school CAFÉ 
(Comprehension, Accuracy, Fluency, Expanded Vocabulary) program. Comprehension will be a 
focus to consolidate the students’ understanding of their good-fit books. They will be adding new 
strategies such as inferring by using supporting evidence, asking questions throughout their 
reading, and determining and analysing the author’s purpose.  The students will be exploring 
surface level questions, which are evident in the text, for example, “Who are the characters in this 
story?”. They will be challenged to take their questioning skills deeper by using inferring to ask 
questions beyond the text, such as, “What is the author’s purpose of this text?”. To enhance 
the students’ confidence, we will be revising Reader’s Theatre to apply and strengthen their 
Fluency and Accuracy skills.  It is encouraged that students read their home readers out loud each 
night to practise projecting their voice clearly, fluently and with expression.  
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In Writing, the students will be reflecting on their 
successes in the genres explored throughout the year. 
Through their reflections they will identify areas which 
they will focus on refining. The VOICES (Voice, 
Organisation, Ideas, Conventions, Excellent Word Choice, 
Sentence Fluency) menu will be used to explicitly 
address our learners’ needs. Students will have the 
opportunities to create a multi-genre writing project. 
They will compose a Persuasive text to advertise the 
Expo, a Procedural text for their toy/game creation and 
an Information Report to inform their audience of the 
science behind it. To ensure the students are confident 
authors who have a range of literature knowledge we will 
also revise the genres of Recounts and Narratives.  
 
Throughout Sustained Writing sessions, learners will strengthen their writing by using strategies 
that engage their audience. Interesting sentence starters and originality will be used to hook the 
reader’s attention and enhance the students Voice in their writing pieces. Students will use a 
range of complex and simple sentences to maintain sentence fluency. We will be focusing on the 
Excellent Word Choice strategy of ‘Show don’t tell’ where the students will create a visualisation 
for the reader by using the five senses.  
 

Students will apply and transfer their literacy knowledge of different 
genres by revisiting key features of each text. They will 
further deepen their knowledge by comparing and contrasting the 
different genres. Students will then create checklists for each 
genre to allow them to self-regulate their own learning. These 
checklists will facilitate meaningful feedback for the students and 
help them to understand where to extend themselves next in their 
learning (feedforward).   
 

To reinforce the learning within the classroom, please ensure you 
are reading a variety of text genres with your child. You may ask 
questions about the features of that genre and how it differs from 
other texts you have read together.  
 

 
Mathematics 
In Term 4, students will continue to expand on their understanding of Number and Algebra 
through the learning of Australian currency. They will be required to apply their prior-knowledge 
and skills of the four operations to count, compare and calculate using Australian 
money.  Students will also build on their understanding of the division when exploring Fractions. 
Hands-on learning tasks, problem solving and Maths Talks will continue be the learning models 
this term, as they provide opportunities for exploring, applying and sharing strategies. At the end 
of these units, students should be able to:  
 
  

Sustained Writing 

Persuasive Writing 
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Money: 
1. Recognise the visual features of Australian currency.  
2. Understand the value of dollar and cents.  
3. Represent values in different ways.  
4. Calculate transactions and change (in authentic 

experiences). 
 
Fractions: 
1. Understanding fraction language and how fractions 

link to division 
2. Recognise different forms of fractions 

(Area/set/length model)  
3. Represent fractions in different ways  
4. Apply strategies to solve fraction problems 
 
In Measurement and Geometry, students will have the opportunities to measure, compare and 
calculate length, area and perimeter using both formal and informal measuring tools. They will 
also explore the features of two-dimensional shapes and three-dimensional objects and the links 
between two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes. At the end of these units, students 
should be able to: 
 
Length, Area & Perimeter: 
1. Recognise features/connections/differences of Area, Length and Perimeter  
2. Measure Area, Perimeter and Length using informal and formal measurements   
3. Compare and Order different Areas, Perimeters and Lengths  
4. Calculate Areas, Perimeters and lengths  
 
 
 
Shapes & Transformation: 
1. Understand the features of 2D and 3D shapes  
2. Recognise transformation in shapes   
3. Draw 2D shapes  
4. Construct 3D shapes from nets 
 
Making learning purposeful is one of the keys to foster intrinsic 
motivation in children. Therefore, it is important for them to 
make connections between Mathematics and everyday life. To 
support your child’s learning in Mathematics, you could 
provide real-life situations for him/her to use maths in your 
everyday life. For example, have your child write some 
shopping items to purchase, add them up and have them 
calculate change required; Ask your child to cut and share food 
using fractions; Practise measuring and calculating length, area 
and perimeter using everyday items; Explore shapes around 
the house. Please continue to encourage your child to explain 
his/her thinking. “How did you work it out?” “What strategy did you use?” 

 
  

Term 3: Using directional language to  

give instructions (coding) to Dash-Bots 
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Inquiry 
This term students will explore forces in our everyday lives through our Push and Pull unit. They 
will develop their understanding of physical science by making predictions and undertaking 
observations, as well as conducting fair tests to investigate forces that determine the way things 
change. Throughout this term, students will investigate a variety of forces such as push and pull, 
float and sink and magnetism. They will have the opportunity to transfer acquired skills and 
knowledge, to invent/create a toy or a game that 
involves forces.  
 
To celebrate their learning, we will host a Toys & 
Games Expo to invite our school communities to 
come and play their creations towards the end of 
the term. The Expo will be a fundraising event to 
provide a meaningful and purposeful Service 
Learning opportunity. Students in Level Two 
will decide how to use the raised fund to support 
wider communities. 

 
 
 
 
We hope this newsletter has provided you with an overview of Term 4. If you have any further 
questions, please make a time to see your child’s teacher. We look forward to another term full of 
learning, growing and achieving. 
  

 
Sincerely, 
Level Two teachers. 
Mr. Peter Shen, Miss Alicia Di Petta, Mrs Raquel Kane, Miss Monique Kelly and Miss Adriana 
Ballestrin.  
 

Developing research skills 


